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Officially being released on October 15th, 2020, the brand-new single “All About You” 
by LA-based band Swami Lushbeard is set to explode online & continue the surging 
momentum they’ve created this year.

The third single from the five-piece Rock-band is further confirmation that the band is 
firing at an all-star level and making their best music to-date.  Exploring the polarized 
& political themes they dove deep into at the start of their 2020 series of releases 
with singles “Enemy” & “The Truth” – the supercharged sounds & shifting moods 
throughout the sleek design of “All About You” keeps the consistency & cohesion 
between their latest set of songs impeccably sharp. As they make their way towards 
their new upcoming EP & entice listeners around the globe through new singles that 
reveal their all-out stunning instrumentation, bold harmonies, thought-provoking 
lyricism, and the undeniable charisma they share between them – “All About You” 
proves that Swami Lushbeard isn’t taking their foot off the gas in 2020.

Taking aim at the self-involved climate of the current day & age and the socially 
obsessive culture we’ve created – “All About You” is a scorching hot cut that’s highly 
relevant for the right here & now.  From the intense melody in the verses & lead vocals, 
to the unified harmonious attack they generate through the gripping harmony in 
the hooks of their chorus, to the reliably stellar musicianship on display at all times – 
Swami Lushbeard has held nothing back this year in sincere effort to release the raw 
power of their full potential – and it’s working, 100%.  

They’re back in action, better than ever, & completely ready to ROCK – pre-save the 
killer cut “All About You” at Spotify before the official release date on October 15th, 
2020, and become eligible to WIN yourself a FREE digital copy of the savage new single 
by Swami Lushbeard!

- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - 

Swami Lushbeard have been at their best in 2020:
The hot-streak continues with “All About You!”
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